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Comparison of Fishes Taken By
a Sportfishing Party Vessel Around
Oil Platforms and Adjacent Natural
Reefs Near Santa Barbara, California

Since 1958, 29 oil platforms have
been sited in the southern Califor
nia Bight of which 28 still remain in
place. However, with the exception
of a few papers (Carlisle et al. 1964,
Bascom et aI. 1976, Allen and Moore
1976), little is known of the fish pop
ulations surrounding these struc
tures, particularly those sited in
water deeper than 30 m. Moreover,
except for a brief reference in Car
lisle et al., no scientific papers have
been published on the use of south
ern California platforms by sport
fishermen.

In the course of research on the
Santa Barbara, California, party
vessel sport fishery, it was noted
that the platforms off Santa Bar
bara supported considerable sport
fishing activity. Those platforms,
located to the southeast of Santa
Barbara in depths of 48-62 m (Fig.
1), were particularly important and
were fished intensively for various
rockfishes (genus Sebastes). When
fishing a platform, the vessel pulled
up to within 5-10 m of a platform
and drifts along one side, with the
vessel operator using intermittent
power to keep it near the structure.
Most of the desirable species, par
ticularly rockfishes, remained close
to the platforms, rarely venturing
more than perhaps 20 m from the
structure. The party vessels also
spent considerable time fishing over

nearby natural reefs. In this survey,
it was noted that there appeared to
be differences in species catch com
position and fish size between oil
platforms and these natural reefs.

Increased offshore oil drilling off
California has raised interest in the
role platforms play in marine sys
tems. Questions have been raised
regarding what fish live around
platforms, how these structures in
fluence populations over surround
ing reefs, and whether the platforms
act as fish enhancers (promoting re
cruitment) or only as aggregators.
These questions are particularly
relevant when the platforms are to
be decommissioned and the possibil
ity of allowing them to remain as ar
tificial reefs is raised. This paper
describes the results of our study on
the fish populations around oil plat
forms and nearby natural reefs off
Santa Barbara.

Methods
The study was conducted aboard
the 16-m sportfishing vessel HorruJt,
berthed in Santa Barbara. During
the course of this study the Hornet
operated 6 days per week; 3 three
quarter day trips (7 am-3 pm) and
3 half-day trips (7 am-noon, 12:30
pm-5:30 pm). The Hornet carried a
maximum of 40 passengers. Fish
taken aboard the Hornet were sam-

pled weekly from April 1975 to April
1978. All fish landed were mea
sured, even those returned alive to
the water as undesirable or in com
pliance with bag or size-limit regu
lations. Each was placed on a plastic
measuring sheet and the length
marked. Total length was recorded
to the nearest mm for all fish except
members of the jack (Carangidae)
and mackerel (Scombridae) families,
for which fork length was taken to
the nearest mm. Also recorded
were the number of anglers aboard
the vessel, hours fished, and the
location and depth of fishing effort.
Of particular importance was the
total time the Hornet fished around
or over all the fishing sites. This
information was obtained through
biweekly interviews with Hornet
operators throughout the 3-year
survey.

Data from this study could not
give an unbiased estimate of species
composition. Most angling involved
fishing with live bait (primarily north
ern anchovies Engraulis mordax) or
with lures simulating fishes or small
crustaceans at the three sites used
in this study. Thus, because the
sample was biased toward relative
ly large-mouthed, piscivorous spe
cies, we determined distributional
patterns of whatever species were
taken by these methods, rather than
describing entire fish communities.

For this report we have divided
the study sites into three locations
(Fig. 1): 4 Mile Reef, 6 Mile Reef,
and five platforms. Twenty-one
other reefs and kelp beds located
well away from this area are not in
cluded. The 4 Mile Reef is an aggre
gation of 1-7 m high pinnacles in
40-50 m of water. The oil platforms
fished included Platforms A, B, Hill
house, Houchin, and Hogan. These
are steel structures 25-45 m on the
side, situated in water depths be
tween 54 and 62 m. The 6 Mile Reef
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Figure 1
Sites sampled off Santa Barbara
aboard the sportfishing party
vessel Horn.et, April 1975-April
1978, which are cited in this study.
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is located in a depth of 74 m and rises to about 6 m
above the substrata.

Results

The Hornet spent 18.2% of its total fishing time around
the platforms, compared with 18.4% over the 4 Mile
Reef and 2.4% over the 6 Mile Reef (Table 1). About
17% of all fish recorded at all 24 sites were taken
around the platforms, compared with 27.6% over 4 Mile
Reef and 3.2% over 6 Mile Reef (Table 2).

Twenty-eight species were taken around the plat
forms, compared with 34 and 17 species over the 4 Mile
and 6 Mile Reefs, respectively (Table 3). Rockfishes
(Sebastes sp.) predominated the catches at all sites in
both species numbers and abundance. Of all species
captured at the platforms, 53.6% were rockfishes, com
pared with 50% at the 4 Mile Reef and 82.4% at the
6 Mile Reef. Of all fish taken around the platform, 83%
were rockfishes, compare with 96.0% and 90.8% at the
6 Mile and 4 Mile Reefs, respectively. Catch-per-unit-

HOGAN
.HOUCHIN

Table 1
Percent of total fishing time spent off Santa Barbara at oil
platforms, 4 Mile Reef, and 6 Mile Reef, April 1975-Apri11978,
by the sportfishing party vessel Hornet. Based on biweekly
interviews with Hwnet operators.

Site Hours % Total

4 Mile Reef 613.2 18.4
Platforms 607.6 18.2
6 Mile Reef 78.5 2.4
Other (21) sites 2039.6 61.0

Table 2
Percentage, by average, of all fish sampled off Santa Barbara
aboard the sportfishing party vessel Hornet, April 1975-April
1978.

Site N % Total

4 Mile Reef 4390 27.6
Platforms 2746 17.3
6 Mile Reef 510 3.2
All Other Areas 8272 52.0
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Table 3
All fish surveyed off Santa Barbara aboard the sportfishing party vessel Hornet, April 1975-April 1978, around the oil platforms
(A, B, Hillhouse, Houchin, and Hogan), 4 Mile Reef, and 6 Mile Reef.

Total length % Total length %
Species (mm) SD N Total Species (mm) SD N Total

Oil platformsI 4 Mile Reef2

SeblUtes serranoides 270.0 28.1 831 30.3 SeblUtes mystinus 259.6 35.6 1044 23.8
SeblUtes enwmellU 265.4 25.8 420 15.3 SeblUt.es kopkinsi 215.5 17.1 947 21.6
Scombe'r japonicus 358.3 44.8 283 10.3 SeblUtes serranoides 294.3 40.1 750 17.1
SeblUtes pinniger 238.8 24.3 191 7.0 SeblUtes paucispinis 298.2 58.4 716 16.3
Sebastes a1,riculatus 269.1 49.9 183 6.7 Scomber japonicus 306.6 25.8 228 5.2
SeblUtes pa1,cispinis 260.8 32.8 147 5.4 SeblUtes entomellU 189.3 24.4 97 2.2
SeblUtes miniat-us 262.1 37.8 143 5.2 SeblUtes rosaceus 197.2 23.7 97 2.2
SeblUtes mystinus 243.0 27.2 128 4.7 SeblUt.es constellatus 287.6 44.6 60 1.4
Paralab·rax clath-ratus 318.5 61.2 92 3.4 SeblUw.s rubri·"inctus 266.7 46.7 57 1.3
SeblUtes hopkinsi 213.2 16.8 60 2.2 Paralabrax clathrat1ts 334.4 85.9 54 1.2
SeblUtes caurinus 260.2 34.4 60 2.2 SeblUtes auriculat1ts 333.4 67.6 51 1.2
Sebastes j1.a1tidus 255.9 23.0 59 2.2 SeblUtes miniat·us 375.5 90.6 42 1.0
Ophiodon elongatus 490.2 136.2 17 0.6 Ophiodon elongatus 537.3 117.9 36 0.8
Genyonemus lineants 294.6 33.9 16 0.6 SeblUtes umbrosus 197.7 28.1 30 0.7
Trachunts symmetriC1ts 226.5 33.1 15 0.6 SeblUtes ca'urimts 346.7 57.6 25 0.6
SeblUtes dalli 157.1 27.0 14 0.5 SeblUtes dalli 136.9 27.9 16 0.4
Medialuna calijorniensis 259.2 12.5 13 0.5 Anoplopo7t1a jimbria 216.9 2.0 14 0.3
Paralabrax nebulijer 455.2 65.3 12 0.4 Atractoscion nobilis 878.6 166.0 12 0.3
SeblUte.s rubrivinchts 238.7 24.7 12 0.4 Chr()7/~is punctipinnis 310.6 48.4 10 0.2
SeblUtes rosaceus 213.4 17.7 10 0.4 Genyonemus lineahts 303.2 52.1 10 0.2
SeblUtes c07lstellatus 280.0 39.3 5 0.2 Sebastes pinniger 241.8 98.3 10 0.2
Sarda. chiliensis 512.5 15.8 4 0.2 Trach-un'5 S1J7n·metrir-1ts 272.8 20.7 9 0.2
Citharichthys sor"didus 208.7 11.0 3 0.1 Scorpaena guttata 253.6 43.5 7 0.2
Chromis punctipinnis 290.0 1.4 2 0.1 SeblUtes jlavidus 255.3 33.1 7 0.2
Scorpaella guttata 219.0 96.2 2 0.1 Semicossyphus pulcher 545.8 69.0 5 0.1
Scorpoenichthys marmomtus 362.5 14.8 2 0.1 Paralabrax nebulVer 531.8 61.7 5 0.1
Squal1ts acanthiIU 989.5 4.9 2 0.1 SeblUw.s carnat1ts 218.3 13.3 4 0.1
Sebastes umbro~ 147.0 94.8 2 0.1 Hydrola~ r-olliei 500.3 81.3 3 0.1

Total 2728 Medialuna. r-alVorniensis 250.0 12.7 2 <0.1
Sar'da r.hil·iensis 440.5 7.8 2 <0.1
Squatina calijornica 1040.5 57.3 2 <0.1
Eptatretus stouti 287.0 0.0 1 <0.1
Synodus lucioceps 328.0 0.0 1 <0.1

Total 4354

Total length % Total length %
Species (mm) SD N Total Species (mm) SD N Total

6 Mile Reef3

Sebastes mystinus 262.5 42.3 146 28.6 SeblUtes chlor'ostictus 205.3 22.1 4 0.8
Sebastes entomelas 309.7 28.0 112 22 Sebasw.s r-a1'rinus 357.0 58.2 3 0.6
SeblUtes kopkinsi 234.0 27.0 85 16.7 Ophiodon elonga.tus 639.0 172.5 2 0.4
Sebastes pauscispinis 307.6 60.7 75 14.7 SeblUtes jlavidus 297.5 0.7 2 0.4
Sebastes rubr'ivin.£'tus 270.8 43.8 26 5.1 Pa-ralabra~ nebr,lijer 537.0 0.0 1 0.2
SeblUtes serranoides 286.6 47.5 20 3.9 SeblUtes dalU 157.0 0.0 1 0.2
Genyonem'us lineatus 301.6 21.7 17 3.3 SeblUtes rosaceus 171.0 0.0 1 0.2
SeblUtes constellatus 267.4 70.9 5 1.0 SeblUtes umbro~ 186.0 0.0 1 0.2
SeblUtes 7t1iniatus 387.6 57.3 5 1.0 Total 506

INo. trips = 15; No. anglers = 352; No. hours fished = 47.0; Effort = 8251 angler hours; CPUE = 0.33 fish per angler hour;
H' = 1.03.
~No. trips = 24; No. anglers = 454; No. hours fished = 79.8; Effort = 36206 angler hours: CPUE = 0.12 fish per angler hour;
H' = 0.95.

aNo. trips = 6; No. anglers = 58; No. hours fished = 12.5; Effort = 725 angler hours; CPUE = 0.70 fish per angler hour;
H' = 0.95.
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Figure 2
Catch-per-unit-effort (number of fish taken per angler hour) of all species
caught aboard the sportfishing vessel Hornet, based on sampling dur
ing April 1975-April 1978 at three sites off Santa Barbara.

Table 4
Kendall tau rank correlation analysis of the top ten species
taken by the sportfishing party vessel Hornet, April 1975
April 1978, at three sites off Santa Barbara, California.
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effort (CPUE), defined as number of fish taken per
angler hour, was highest at the 6 Mile Reef, followed
by the platforms and the 4 Mile Reef (Fig. 2).

At the platforms (Table 3) rockfish made up 8 of the
10 most-frequently-taken species. While olive rockfish
Sebastes serranoides, widow rockfish S. entmelas, chub
mackerel Scomber japonicus comprised 55.9% of the
total catch, a number of other species (including canary
rockfish, Sebastes pinniger, brown rockfish S. auricu
latus, and bocaccio S. paucispinis were also taken in
some numbers. AT the 4 Mule Reef, 8 of the top 10
species were rockfish, with blue rockfish Sebastes
mystinus, squarespot rockfish S. hopkinsi, S. serra
noides, and S. paucispinis dominating the catch, mak
ing up 78.8%. Nine of the top 10 species at the 6 Mile
Reef were rockfish and S. mystinus, S. entomelas, S.
hopkinsi, and S. paucispinis were taken in the largest
numbers, forming 82.0% of the total.

We compared the rank abundances of the top 10
species at the three sites with the Kendal tau coeffi
cient test (Sokal and Rohlf 1969). Based on this mea-

sure, species composition was significantly correlated
between natural reefs only, and species arrays from
natural reefs were not correlated with that of the plat
form (Table 4). The primary differences between the
reefs and platforms were the relative abundances of
S. hopkinsi, S. mystinus, starry rockfish S. constellatus,
and flag rockfish S. rubrivinctus at the natural reefs
and the scarcity of S. auriculatus and S. pinniger over
these reefs.

With only a few exceptions, all rockfish taken around
the platforms were juveniles (Fig. 3). A major excep
tion was S. hopkinsi, a species in which all individuals
takn were mature. In addition, a few adult S. auricu
latus and S. 1nystinus were caught, as well as one ver
million rockfish S. miniatus. At the 4 Mile Reef, a
higher percentage of fish were mature. Again, all S.
hopkinsi taken were adults, as were most S. auricu
latus and S. miniatus, many S. mystinus and S. rubri
vinctus, and a few S. serranoides. In general, more
adult rockfish were taken over the 6 Mile Reef than
at the other two stations. All S. hopkinsi were mature,

Figure 3 (bottom facing page and below)
Mean size (with 95% confidence interval) of 9 species caught aboard the sportfishing party vessel Hornet, based on sampling during April
1975-April1978 at three sites off Santa Barbara. Also included are 50% lengths at maturity from data in Wyllie Echeverria (1987), Love
et al. (1990), and Love (unpubl. data).
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as were most S. miniatus and S. rubrivinctu,s and
many S. entomelas, S. mystinus, S. paucispinis, and
S. serranoides.

Discussion

During the period sampled, the platforms were impor
tant sites for the Hornet's fishing effort. They were
also fished by other sportfishing party vessels from
Ventura Harbor, about 30 km to the east, though we
are unsure of the total effort from these vessels. In both
circumstances, these structures provided the vessel
operators with a relatively reliable source of easily
caught, though generally small, fish. The ease with
which small rockfish were caught made the platforms
particularly attractive to the Hornet's operators on
half-day runs, when the vessels carried many inexperi
enced fishermen. The platforms were also utilized when
fishing was poor at other locations for more desirable
species, such as kelp bass Pamlabrax clathmtus.

We have recently (1989) discussed platform fishing
with current Santa Barbara party vessel operators.
They report that though the platforms are still fished
for small rockfish, kelp bass are an equal or more im
portant species during summer months. This is par
ticularly true of the eastern platforms, particularly
Houchin, Hogan, and Hope (2 km east of Hogan).
Though there are five platforms in this complex, only
these three are routinely fished. During the season's
peak, as many as 300-400 P. clathratus per trip are
caught from around a single platform. Based on tag
ging studies by P. Hart (Dep. BioI. Sci., Univ. Calif.,
Santa Barbara 93106, pers. commun., Sept. 1988), it
is likely that kelp bass move onto the platforms before
summer and leave in the fall, traveling both east and
west, with reported movements of as much as 32 km
in 6 months.

In the study conducted between 1975 and 1978, there
were significant differences in both species composi
tions and mean sizes between the three sites (though
the natural reefs were much more similar with each
other). Much of the differences in species composition
between the platforms and the natural reefs came from
the relative abundance of high-relief substrate-associ
ated rockfish (such as S. constellatus and S. ·t'Ubrivinc
tus) over the reefs and their near absence around the
platforms. The substrata around these structures are
composed of a mixture of drill cuttings and mussels
which have broken off the platform pilings. This does
not appear to be suitable habitat for many rockfish
species.

On the other hand, a few substrate-associated spe
cies, such as juvenile S. auriculatus and S. pinniger,
were most abundant around the platforms. Sebastes
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aU'riculatu,s (both juveniles and adults) are most often
found associated with low relief or the sand-rock inter
face, habitat most similar to that around the platforms.
We do not know what substrata juvenile S. pinniger
prefer, though its abundance around the platforms and
scarcity over natural reefs imply it favors habitats
similar to S. auriculatus.

It is unclear why S. mystinus and particularly S. hop
kinsi should be relatively uncommon around the plat
forms, yet abundant on the reefs. Both species are mid
water planktivores, always found in association with
high relief. A possibility is that both species take refuge
in crevices at night and that these are relatively un
common on the platform pilings and cross members.

Differences in depths between the sites were prob
ably responsible for only a few of the observed differ
ences in species abundances and sizes. The abserice of
P. clathratus from the 6 Mile Reef was undoubtedly
due to the reef's relatively extreme depth. The 6 Mile
Reef is situated in 74 m, well below the 46 m maximum
depth of P. clathratus (Eschmeyer et al. 1983). Love
et al (in review) summarizing ontogenetic Sebastes
movements, noted that almost all species recruit to
waters shallower than adult depth, subsequently mov
ing to deeper water as they mature. If depth were a
major factor in our study, we would expect to see the
smallest rockfish at the shallowest (4 Mile Reef) sta
tion. However, while both large and small individuals
of many rockfish species were taken at 4 Mile Reef,
the mean size of most species (except for S. entomelas)
was actually larger than at the other two sites.

Are the platforms we sampled aiding rockfish pro
duction or do they only act as aggregators? In other
words, do rockfish recruit from the plankton to the plat
forms or do they settle out elsewhere and later migrate
to these structures? Though our data is not sufficient
to answer the question, there is evidence that at least
some recruitment takes place around Santa Barbara
platforms. In the only detailed study of a California
platform, Carlisle et al. (1964) found that both S.
paucispinis and S. serra.noides recruited to platform
Hazel. located in 30 m of water, about 6 km inshore
of our study platforms. We believe it is likely that some
rockfish species (i.e., S. entomelas, S. mystinus, S. pau
cispinis, S. pinniger, and S. serranoides) recruit to our
platforms, particularly in light of the large numbers of
small fish, most only 1-2 years old. Smaller and
younger fish may be present at these platforms, but
their small size precludes their being taken by hook
and-line.

There are several reasons that mature rockfish are
rare around the platforms. While juveniles of deep
water species (i.e., S. entomelas, S. pinniger, S. pau
cispinis) are able to tolerate the warm shallow waters
around these structures, the adults are not (Love et al.,
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In review). Their subadults make ontogenetic shifts into
deeper water. Secondly, fishing pressure around the
platforms probably crops many larger individuals.
Lastly, it is possible that artificial habitat in some
unknown way discourages adult rockfish. F. Matthews
(Dep. Oceans and Fish., Pacific BioI. Stn., Nanaimo,
B.C., Canada V9R 5K6, pers. commun., May 1989)
found that only immature rockfish occurred on an ar
tificial reef in Puget Sound. Natural reefs supported
both juveniles and adults.

As discussed before, most rockfish species (including
S. entomela.s and S. paucispinis) recruit to shallow
water, then migrate into deeper zones as they mature.
Based on catch rates, we have noted on several occa
sions that large aggregations of these species were
present around the platforms for months, only to sud
denly disappear. Hartmann (1987) tagged juvenile S.
paucispinis around these platforms and noted recov
eries from as much as 148 km away. In all cases the
fish were taken in water considerably deeper than tag
ging depths. Thus, it is quite possible that some rock
fish species settle out around these platforms, live there
for a few years, and leave for deeper adult habitats,
perhaps at considerable distances from the original
recruitment site.

Conclusions

Platforms were important fishing locations for the
sportfishing party vessel surveyed. About 18% of its
total fishing time and 17% of the total catch occurred
around the platforms. This compares with about 21%
of fishing time and 31% of total catch at the nearby
natural reefs. Rockfish dominated the catch at both the
platforms and at the natural reefs. Confirming what
we had first observed, there were significant differ
ences in catches between the platforms and natural
reefs. Juvenile rockfish composed most of the platform
catch, while mature rockfish were more abundant over
reefs. While midwater rockfish species were abundant
at both platform and natural reefs, species composi
tions were different, with those benthic rockfish char
acteristics of high-relief substrata absent or rare
around the platforms.
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